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We all know this. Cloud has gone mainstream. Across industries,
organizations are delivering services from the cloud to discover
new efficiencies, new revenue streams and new sources of
competitive differentiation. In this context, automated cloud
migration is gaining significant traction as a key enabler of
business transformation that can help improve customer
engagement, forge new partnerships and simplify business
processes. Migrating to cloud has other substantial benefits of
reducing CapEx and minimizing support and administrative costs,
while ensuring the security of your applications and infrastructure.
Despite the increased cloud adoption, enterprises are finding it
difficult to identify the right cloud strategy and model, and still lack
clarity in segmentation and prioritization of applications for cloud
migration. Scores of enterprises are still struggling with critical
questions such as:
•

What applications should I move to the cloud?

•

Which type of cloud is best suited for my

•

Which provider can offer me the most flexibility

requirements – Public? Private? Hybrid?
and support?
Cloud migration is not as simple as swapping physical
infrastructure for its virtual equivalent. Increased competitive
pressures, industry developments, and market conditions are
prompting organizations to build 10+ innovative products every
year, 100+ new releases and developing a whopping 1000+ new
features or services annually. Therefore, even after achieving the
much sought after migration, organizations need to constantly
reflect on the question, “Is my cloud migration agile enough?”.
CSS Corp’s industrialized cloud migration solution, shifts gears
from a “program” model to a “continuous delivery” model. It helps
you change the way you adopt cloud – from a “migrate once to
cloud” to “live in the cloud forever” approach.
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With a plethora of cloud migration services available today, it has
become all the more important for enterprises to choose the right
service provider with the right set of capabilities. CSS Corp
makes your migration seamless and successful, with the right
planning and implementation services, easy-to-use tools and
access to cloud technology experts.
We do not believe in a “one size fits all” solution for cloud. Our
tailor made processes are designed to suit your specific
requirements. Our highly structured approach to establish our
customer’s business needs, assess the underlying technology
components, and then deploy the appropriate cloud computing
components, helps our clients to move from managing IT to
creating an IT landscape which is an enabler for their businesses.
We have expertise in migrating large volumes of applications to
the cloud rapidly, and ensure the migration is risk-free and
secure.
CSS Corp’s Cloud Transformation services enables enterprises
to simplify migration planning, weed out complexities to improve
productivity, and move beyond Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
to Platform as a Service (PaaS), to optimize cost and boost
operational efficiency. Our solution is highly intelligent and
intuitive, capable of understanding your business processes and
requirements. Forrester’s 2017 report ‘Vendor Landscape: Cloud
Migration Services’ says “CSS Corp, is attempting to transform
cloud migration from a project opportunity to continuous delivery
with automated/assisted migration.”
As a partner of choice for AWS’ Migration Acceleration Program,
we have distinguished ourselves in creating a business process
centric approach for cloud migration. Our simplified cloud
adoption framework is strategically crafted to cover all three
phases of the cloud migration process – assessment, migration
and management.
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Our key solutions are:
•
•
•

CloudMAP – Automated cloud migration assessment and planning for a specific business process or
enterprise workload
CloudPATH – Simplified, industrialized and predictable way of migrating enterprise workload through
refactoring, re-platforming and live workload migration
CloudDRIVE – Operational readiness from day-one in the cloud using our NextGen predictive and
automation platform for continuous optimization

Reimagine the Cloud Journey

Scale with Acceleration

Live with Confidence

Continuous Planning

Industrialized Migration

Integrated Operations

CloudMAP

CloudPATH

CloudDRIVE
Prevent

Optimize

Assessment
&
Planning

Cloud Migration
at Scale

Operations
&
Optimization

Rebuild

Mitigate

Continuous
Cloud
Migration
Assessment & Planning - Prepare
Cloud run your Business services and
onboard patterns iteratively

Contain

Deliver Rationalized Infrastructure
Value and Efficiency - NextGen
Predictive and Automation Platform for
Continuous optimization

Playbook
for
Accelerated
Transformation and Hosting in the
Cloud – Blueprint based Migration
Design and automate deployment

CloudMAP

Detect

CloudPATH

CloudDRIVE

•

Cloud readiness assessment

•

Application and data migration

•

Hybrid Cloud Management

•

Cloud roadmap and executable plan

•

Application remediation services

•

Platform Centric operations

•

Business services modeling, service

•

Public cloud setup

•

NextGen Cloud Operations Center

development and orchestration

•

Private cloud architecture and setup

•

Service performance monitoring,

•

Technology services catalog definition

•

Security architecture for the Cloud

•

Cloud services architecture and design

•

Application platform-as-a-service

•

Security audit and monitoring

•

Cloud monitoring, security, connectivity

•

Design and develop integration services

•

SLA-driven service assurance

orchestration and infrastructure as a code

•

Public and Private cloud integration

•

Enable metering, billing , and chargeback

•

cloud interoperability with enterprise assets

•

Govermance risk and compliance,

diagnostics and optimization

and support

(e.g., directory and security services,
legacy applications)
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We take stock of your entire application inventory to understand
how many applications you are running, how often they are used,
who are the users, when they were written and in what language.
We use this information to establish a customized assessment
framework, using CloudMAP, our automated Migration
Assessment and Planning solution. We factor in important
parameters such as the nature of your business, the complexities
of your business environment and your technical landscape. The
outcome of this elaborate assessment helps us in drafting a
readiness assessment report.
Once this is in place, we move on to select the best candidates
for cloud migration, after evaluating the scalability of the entire
infrastructure, including the applications hosted in datacenters
and on-premises.
Based on the assessment, one of the
following methods are adopted:
• Re-hosting or ‘Lift and Shift’: Redeploy your IT infrastructure and
applications to a cloud environment without making changes to
its architecture. This means, enterprises can leverage the
existing IT they have invested in, while enjoying the benefits of
migration to cloud. Rehosting enables faster migration and
deployment and involves minimal effort to move the
applications.
• Re-factoring: Optimize your existing IT infrastructure by
customizing applications for the cloud platform. Only parts of
the application are modified in this approach, and hence the
cloud migration time is less.
•

Re-platforming: Discard the existing IT assets and recreate
applications to make them suitable to be hosted on a cloud
environment. Re-architecting transforms the entire IT
landscape and enables you to access innovative features
required by the business. This improves the productivity of your
enterprise, as it is customized to meet current market
requirements and the right level of remediation (re-hosting,
re-factoring or re-platforming).
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We also select the most appropriate deployment option (public,
private or hybrid), a suitable service model (SaaS, IaaS or PaaS),
and the best suited vendor platform (such as AWS or Azure) for
your migration. Depending on the outcome of the assessment, we
develop a clear blueprint that will serve as a concrete roadmap for
your overall cloud migration.

During the migration and testing phase, we use CloudPATH – CSS
Corp’s simplified and predictable migration solution. Our
streamlined processes, efficient tools and a team of migration
experts ensure that the migration meets your objectives. We
strategically move your workloads to the cloud to help you manage
dependencies between applications, and accelerate ROI.
Using CloudPATH, you can compare your application performance
to baselines, analyze differences due to the new architecture, and
resolve discrepancies as needed. Our robust methodology, tooling
and automation processes ensure we migrate workloads to
reliable cloud platforms, as cost effectively and efficiently as
possible.
We understand that scalable infrastructure is not the end-all;
testing is crucial. To avoid the pain of “broken” applications and
website dysfunctions, that lead to disruptions and damaging
downtimes, we adhere to testing best practices. While migrating,
we constantly test your applications to ensure the migration has
not changed any functionality. Our comprehensive post-migration
validation testing ensures reliability and dramatically speeds up
time to value from the cloud.
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Once the migration and testing is completed, we ensure
continuous optimization of cloud using CloudDRIVE, our next
generation predictive and automation platform. CloudDRIVE
implements monitoring at both application and infrastructure levels
using a single, dynamic dashboard. We manage the migrated
components effectively by harnessing the power of automation
and analytics.
CloudDRIVE being a modular platform has four core solutions that
work cohesively to simplify your IT operations
• The Hybrid IT Management Engine is a SaaS based advanced
solution that monitors cloud instances and hybrid IT from a single
platform. Our solution proactively identifies and classifies key
incidents leading to downtime, failures, outages and provides
remediation.
• The Insights Engine is our analytics solution that streamlines data
and infuses intelligence into your operations. It unearths outliers
amongst massive amount of real-time data and dynamically sets
thresholds. It is based on Artificial Intelligence that analyses and
correlates data in real-time and understands the behavioral
aspects and relationships across systems and services.
• The Intelligent Automation Engine helps enterprises establish an
agile, resilient, and cost-effective IT infrastructure. Based on the
recommendations from the Insights Engine, the Intelligent
Automation Engine hypercharges IT operations by predicting
incidents, downtimes and threats in a highly distributed
environment on an ongoing basis resulting in faster resolution
through assisted or unassisted support. The solution also learns
from new scenarios, enriching its intelligence to handle issues
that may arise in future.
• The IT Visualization and Interactive Dashboard is a critical
component for a healthy IT ecosystem. The platform simplifies IT
operations and allows unparalleled visibility through a
single-pane-of-glass. Our IT visualization solution provides you
with a 360° view into the health of your business services,
infrastructure and
operations insights. Our solution fosters
a culture of proactive customer engagement management
andcontinuous improvement resulting in differentiated customer
experience.
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• 40% to 50% reduced time to migrate to cloud using our proprietary cloud assessment and migration framework
• 3X to 5X acceleration of cloud onboarding and migration
• 30% to 40% increased cloud and infrastructure utilization
• 2/3rd less time to respond and contain security incidents
• Reduced CapEX with minimal upfront spending on technology infrastructure

• NelsonHall featured CSS Corp as a ‘Leader’ in Cloud Infrastructure Migration and Management
• CSS Corp has been recognized in ‘Forrester’s Vendor Landscape: Cloud Migration Services’
• CSS Corp named among CIOReview’s ‘20 Most Promising AWS Solution Providers’
• Everest Group recognized CSS Corp as a “Major Contender” in Cloud Enablement Services.

CSS Corp provides world-class cloud migration and management solutions to our customers as they embark on
their digital transformation journey. Enterprise customers who look for business application-focused migration are
especially benefitted through CSS Corp’s continuous planning, industrialized migration and integrated operations.
We can help you simplify your cloud transition using our proprietary tools and methodologies, and our vast
experience in migrating thousands of cloud migration projects. We encourage you to take advantage of our deep
domain experience, customized offerings and strategic alliances with cloud partners to minimize risk, optimize cost
and transform your business.

CSS Corp is a new age IT Services and Technology Support company that harnesses the power of AI, automation,
analytics, cloud and digital to address customer needs. The company partners with leading enterprises to help realize their
strategic business outcomes. Its team of 5,500 technology professionals across 16 global locations are passionate about
helping customers differentiate and succeed.

For more information, contact info@csscorp.com
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